Crypto Assets Network that Makes
the Complex Simple
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1. Summary
Ncrypto.io is a tool used more to simplify and economically optimize interactions between
businesses and individuals rather than to offer another way of crowdfunding or running so-called
ICO (Initial Coin Offering). Ncrypto.io presents a mass-market product that can simplify the
engagement of massive volumes of users in terms of capabilities that the crypto-economy gives.
The users of the platform get a convenient instrument (Web/iOS/Android applications) that
enables them:
 to pay and get payments in point of sales with fiat, crypto and business assets
 to deposit funds including fiat (USD/EUR)
 to operate with a number of different currencies
 to send money to their cards or bank accounts
 to issue their own tokens or assets
 to define and set their own logic of token sale
 to list their assets at integrated marketplace and exchange
 to get an integrated customizing payment model to interact with crowdinvestors
 to exchange crypto, fiat, and their other assets at an integrated exchange
All of these features are united within just a single platform.
The platform has its own multicurrency exchange. It avoids the need for double/triple conversion
and exchanges one crypto-currency for another or for fiat using, for example, a dollar account. In
this case, the network itself will select optimal exchange rate.
The special feature of the platform is the availability of a separate module for the initial offering
of tokens on the exchange for more visual and simpler "crowdsale". The business logic of the token
(or the rules of the "crowdsale") is formed by a simple selection of the limiting conditions.
The additional block – the token prospectus – makes it easy to integrate the created token and the
rules of carrying out "crowdsale" with the project's web page. It serves as a gateway for investors
to carry out payments in both crypto and fiat currencies.
Individuals can easily pay for goods and services in POSs, and businesses can get payments in
crypto, fiat, and their own tokens by means of QR code.
Ncrypto.io platform and its legal body Ncrypto Networks OU operate in a 100% legitimate
framework, letting its users issue crypto assets and realize crowdfunding of their projects in the
same way. Ncrypto.io platform ensures that all transfers of fiat money are done through KYC
(know your client) procedures according to the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
Prevention Act (MLTFPA) §70 Estonian FIU.
In the same way, those projects that are in full compliance with all the regulatory legal frameworks
of Estonia are marked as “legally complied” (crypto assets and the token crowdfunding
prospectus), hence letting their contributors know about these projects' legal status.
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2. Addressable Market
2.1. The New Crypto-Economy
Now that we have just passed a ten-year anniversary of the first crypto, the Bitcoin, it is high time
to express a bit of uncertainty of how the whole story with crypto-currencies will evolve. Some
might compare its perspectives with the internet and the dotcom phenomenon of 2000s. Well, the
internet technology primarily adopted in North America reached the rate of $3-5 trillion 18 years
ago. Crypto-currencies are a global phenomenon; yet, they are currently worth only $150-300
billion1.
Tracing the blockchain development, we can just observe its ten-year adoption from cryptoanarchic geeks to black-market/money-laundering offenders (“Dark Age” by McKenzie2), and
then to much wider business applications of the real economic processes right now. The new
crypto-economy is far away to be accepted by corporate business yet, but certain implementations
of business processes tokenization within private blockchains are being widely and actively
investigated at the moment. To extend the curve of the blockchain development further, we can
assume that the next huge potential area of adoption would be small and medium businesses; and
from now, it is not quite clear if somebody would follow the corporate sector or even would lead
this process because of its higher flexibility. Basically, it is all what Ncrypto.io project is about –
to commoditize the blockchain technology to the level being widely acceptable by mass-market
users.
In this new horizontal value chain, the role of intermediators that somehow parasitize the real value
generation or “redistributors” is reduced almost to zero. In its turn, that means higher labour
productivity, higher efficiency, and higher competitiveness. For active entrepreneurial people, this
new parallel crypto-economy might look very much like a new attractive and lucrative “liberal
jurisdiction” refocusing their efforts and capital. Actually, that is all what we can see right now.
The “pioneers” in the sector are already actively exploring these new opportunities that quite
dangerously balance within the legal framework. Talking just about ICOs (fund raising), some
statistical figures claim the growth from $98,7M in 2016 and $6,563B in 2017 to $21,548B for ten
months of 2018, which is relatively small part of the whole story3.
To compare the blockchain with the whole internet, we are now probably in 1997 or 1998 with a
couple of successful virtual communities. Nowadays, there are only 24 big communities with more
than a hundred-million audience and hundreds (if not thousands) of the smaller ones4. This fact
provides huge space for the growth and opportunities to everyone. Both McKenzie and PwC
forecast the blockchain technology to reach $3 trillion by 20305.
2.2. Crowdfunding
One of the attributes of the new crypto-economy is so-called ICO (Initial Coin Offering) as a
crypto alternative to IPO (Initial Public Offering). The first one is a relatively simple and fast way
to manage relationships between a crowdfunder and a crowdinvestor for any project, business,
start-up, idea, etc. The number of those who wanted to run ICOs and those who wanted to invest
in there in order to get a “multiplication” of their investments grew unstoppably.
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The second part of 2018 was looking quite gloomy spurring on dozens of forecasts of ICO or even
all blockchain down. However, regardless of what is the reason of the current crypto decline, the
number of adopters, interested businesses, transactions, and wallets are steadily growing.
We strongly believe that the “direct crowdfunding” is what people want. The blockchain gives
them technology to raise and invest into directly, avoiding to some extent all
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intermediaries/regulators and other” facilitators” that add complications and expenses, which often
add little value to the whole process. In our opinion, the current decline is just a local bottom in a
long-term growing industry, being not critical for the ones who want to play long.
Another emerging trend is STO (Security Token Offering) – a powerful and valuable alternative
to private equity and venture capital financing for companies globally. It is such a powerful
alternative that Polymath estimates it to be growing to a $10-trillion opportunity over the next two
years6.
In simple terms, a security is a financial instrument representing real assets. Stocks, bonds, and
managed real estate trusts are examples of securities. Historically, when a security is purchased,
the transaction is signed on paper. A security token performs the same function as the latter, except
it confirms ownership through blockchain transactions. Security tokens can offer many financial
rights to investors including equity, dividends, revenue shares, profit shares, voting rights, and
some other financial instruments6. Hence, that is the way Ncrypto project is heading onto.
2.3 Crypto-Trade
Taking a little bit outdated figures of Spring 2018, the top 10 of crypto-exchanges are generating
as much as $3 million in fees every single day or are responsible for more than $1 billion per year
according to estimates compiled by Bloomberg, which used trading volumes reported on
CoinMarketCap data tracker and fee information on the exchange websites. Fees are the lowestrange exchange scales used for the calculations7.

Even though the Ncrypto exchange will trade the most popular crypto currencies, its main aim is
to facilitate interactions between issuers and buyers for every episode of crypto assets trading:
utilities, currencies, electronic vouchers, company stocks, forward contracts, coupons, or whatever
fancy logic may encapsulate. Thus, we are focusing not on crypto-trade experts, but on cryptoinexperienced users to give them intuitive and simple instrument to list and to trade. In this way,
we believe that it will help us to generate the commission fee stream from a segment much less
lucrative by ARPU compared to the graph above, but much bigger in size and growth potential.
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2.4 Retail Payments
These statistics present the worldwide value of revenues from payments by region for 2010, 2015,
and 2016 and a respective forecast for 2021 and 2026. In 2010, the payment revenues amounted
to 328 billion US dollars, and they were predicted to increase to astonishing 1,290 billion US
dollars in 2026, as of October 20178.

The Ncrypto POS (Point of Sale) settlement module lets businesses accept payments in fiat, crypto,
and special tokens issued within the platform. Then, it enables transferring cashback to literally all
the customers with Android or iOS smartphone and internet. Such approach will give the
businesses that issued their own tokens a “last-mile” connection with their customers.

3. Problems of the Existing Solutions
3.1 Current Tools
The Ncrypto project’s aim is to incorporate blockchain technology into real “brick-and-mortar”
business through integration of intuitive tokenization, multicurrency blockchain payment system,
marketplace, exchange, and POS settlement module into unified homogeneous environment.
Currently, there is a significant number of tools that cover big areas of the above-mentioned tasks
but none that solve them in complex. In general, we can segment them into either the groups that
have technical focus (consensus, smart-contacts, decentralized applications, etc.) or consumer
features (security tokenization, embedded exchange, KYC/AML, etc.)
The general shortcoming of the first group of blockchain platforms is their overall technical
complication. We can say that these platforms are made by technical experts for ordinary people.
Some of these blockchains are real breakthrough technological projects; however, in our opinion,
they are far away from mass-business adoption. The Turing completeness of Ethereum system
gives unlimited capabilities for programming smart contracts, but only a few people need such
diversity. A decentralized application is a great tool, but it will apparently be very rarely used by
a snack bar near your house that does not care actually too much about consensus mechanism as
well.
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The second group focuses on what they believe in and what is actually important for relevantly
small segment of ICO/ITO/STO issuers: compliance, AML/KYC, regulated trade, etc. Some
platforms go so far as to help with legal landing pages and to perform some escrow functions.
That is all what Ncrypto project does not focus on. Our aim is to minimize finance and expertise
threshold for the above-mentioned snack bar to issue crypto vouchers easily – “10 lattes priced as
5 ones” – that might be then simply purchased by using crypto or fiat, might be easily accepted by
the bar, be recent, and might be traded (exchanged) to some extent. The platform gives an
instrument for any business that uses iOS/Android gadgets and internet in order to issue its own
crypto tokens (payment currencies, utilities, accumulative points, vouchers, certificates, etc.) and
accept them and other liquid crypto for payments.
3.2 Ncrypto Platform Comparison with Other Tokenization Platforms
The Ncrypto focuses on users that do not have deep technical (blockchain) expertise and for whom
the platform’s consumer features are more important:
Platform features
Multicurrency wallet
Tokenization constructor
Integration with other crypto
Integration with fiat
Embedded marketplace
Embedded exchange
POS settlement module
1

Ncrypto
✅
✅
✅
✅
✅
✅
✅

Ethereum
✅
-

Stellar
✅

Waves
✅

1

1

✅
✅
-

✅
✅
✅
-

Some very basic features are available

4. Crypto Assets Network and Platform – Ncrypto.io
The main goal of Ncrypto.io is to simplify the engagement of small and medium businesses,
private entrepreneurs, freelancers, self-employed workers, and other individuals into the new
crypto-economy. The users of the platform get a convenient instrument (Web/iOS/Android
applications) that enables them:










to pay and get payments in points of sale with fiat, crypto, and business assets
to deposit funds including fiat (USD/EUR)
to operate with a number of different currencies
to send money to their cards or bank accounts
to issue their own tokens or assets
to define and set their own logic of token sale
to list their assets at integrated marketplace and exchange
to get an integrated customizing payment model to interact with crowdinvestors
to exchange crypto, fiat, and their other assets at an integrated exchange

All of these features are present within just a single platform.
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4.1 Technical Overview

A decentralized network consists of peers that can run independently of one another. The power
to transmit information is distributed among the network of servers instead of being driven from
one primary source. The Ncrypto network does not depend on any single entity. The idea is to
have as many independent servers participating in the Ncrypto network as possible, so that the
network will still run successfully even if some servers fail.
In short, the Ncrypto platform is based on its own private blockchain that gives in our case
transaction confirmation time up to 5 seconds and speed up to 3000 transactions per second.
While performing money transfers or currency exchange transactions, all transactions are recorded
in a single ledger but distributed among all computers of the network (the so-called ‘ledger’). The
server initiating a transaction decides in arbitrary order to which nodes to entrust the confirmation
of a package of transactions or smart contracts.
The platform has its own multicurrency exchange. It helps to avoid the need for double/triple
conversion and may exchange one crypto currency for another or for fiat, using, for example, a
dollar account.
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4.2. User Experience
4.2.1. Ncrypto.io Wallet
The Ncrypto.io wallet is a free
multicurrency interface that
allows users to interact directly
with the blockchain while
remaining in full control of keys
and funds. It may be accessed at:
https://wallet.ncrypto.io/wallet.
It is also available as a web
application and includes native
Android and iOS variants. It is
mart and secure way to send and
receive payments.
For convenience, QR-code might
be used to transfer assets from
one wallet to another.
Businesses can also use cashback
services
while
accepting
payments.

4.2.2. Tokenization Module
A special feature of the platform is the availability of a separate module/constructor for token
issue. The business logic of the token, or the rules of the "crowdsale", is formed by a simple
selection of the following limiting conditions (which is commercially available at
https://wallet.ncrypto.io/en/project/create):
Company information:
-

download logo;
company name;
description of the company/product;
link to the website;
indicated conditions of the referral program – an additional bonus in tokens that is
received by an individual who sends the referral link.

Token information (product):
-

full name of the token (product);
short name of the token (product);
currency it is nominated in (USD, UAH, BTC, etc.);
total emission;
amount of tokens available for sale;
minimum quantity of sold tokens; in case of a smaller amount, all funds are returned to
customers (if any);
currency the seller is ready to accept payments in:
10
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native platform currency;
system cryptocurrency (stable coins);
system currencies (stable coins).
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Period and terms of sale:
-

name of the period;
beginning and duration of the period;
start of sales;
number of tokens (goods) available for sale in a given period;
ability to add a bonus to the amount of tokens (goods) purchased;
ability to add a bonus depending on the time of purchase;
total of bonuses or overlap with the greatest bonus;
creation of a new period in the framework of an existing campaign.
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Distribution of tokens:
-

ability to make the distribution of tokens during the sale between the specified wallets;
indication of the percentage and wallet number for distribution;
adding a new wallet for distribution.

Verification (KYC):
-

integration with platform’s own module or a third-party provider of KYC;
possibility to sell only to trusted customers.
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4.2.3 Token Prospectus
The interaction with a crowdinvestor is made via token prospectus – a detailed description of
crowdsale logic and instruments of contribution that are available through subdomain name or QR
code (commercially available at https://wallet.ncrypto.io/en/project/list).

The additional block (the token
prospectus itself) makes it easy to
integrate the created token and to set
the rules of carrying out a
"crowdsale" with the project’s web
page It also serves as a gateway
(payment module) for investors in
terms of carrying out payments by
both crypto and fiat currencies. It is
available for desktop, mobile, and
iOS/Android devices.
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All initially created tokens involved
into the crowdfunding stage are listed
in the respective marketplace from
where a contribution might be made in
NCR, BTC, ETH, or USD after KYC.
Here is the following information:
- integration with the wallet,
payment module and
marketplace;
- all current data about the
project (product);
- referral link;
- current discount;
- access to payment methods;
- current sales status;
- verification of the seller;
- minimum required amount (if
any) of goods sold (tokens);
- currencies in which the
payment is accepted.

4.2.4 Integrated Marketplace
The marketplace integrated with the wallet and with the payment module list of the assets that are
available in the periods of activity, upcoming, and conclusion (commercially available at
https://wallet.ncrypto.io/en/project/list). It contains the following information:
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-

name of the product;
brief description of the product (token);
time until the end of the product sale;
quantity/percentage of the available tokens having been sold;
verification (KYC) of the seller (if any);
switch-over to the product card (emission prospectus) and payment.

4.2.5 Integrated Exchange
This implies full of value exchange for easy and intuitive listing and trading the Ncrypto assets
against other crypto and fiat money integrated with the wallet, marketplace, and payment
module.

The following are the exchange features:
-

authorization through the wallet;
one-click listing of the platform assets;
deposition/withdrawal of more than ten the most popular cryptocurrencies;
easy adding trading pairs of ETH and Waves tokens through the admin panel;
security (i.e. all funds are stored on the master wallets without private keys stored on the
server);
ability to create a stop-loss and/or take profit algorithm;
marginal trade;
trading bots;
options to select the interface design.
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4.2.6 Point of Sale Settlement Module
The Ncrypto POS (Point of Sale) settlement module lets businesses accept payments in fiat, crypto,
and their own tokens issued in the platform, then transfer cashback to all the customers using
Android or iOS devices and internet. This will give the businesses that issued their own tokens a
“last-mile” connection with their customers.
To simplify the interactions between
customers and offline businesses, the
geolocation of all POSs is given in a
simple and intuitive interface.
To give an extra marketing incentive,
the businesses can define a
percentage of cashback that will be
automatically credited to a buyer’s
wallet in fiat-nominated tokens.
An access to online cashback services
(online shops) will be granted in one
single integrated application. The
cashback will also be automatically
credited to a buyer’s wallet in fiatnominated tokens.
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All offline businesses are
categorized and could be
selected in the map.
Here is all the information
available there:
-

address and contact
details;
cashback percentage;
website;
cashback terms and
information;
cashback
transactions;
total savings.

The businesses can define in
what currency to nominate their
prices and in what currencies
they agree to accept payments. In
this case, the fiat and/or other
crypto prices will be recalculated
automatically. All funds will be
deposited to the account of a
respective POS in corresponding
fiat or crypto tokens; they might
be sent to a plastic card, bank
account, or another crypto wallet.

In case of cash payment or plastic-card payment or if a business does not want to accept crypto or
fiat-nominated tokens, cash purchase is done and cashback is sent to a buyer in fiat-nominated
tokens. The businesses can accept payments in their own tokens as well. For their convenience, all
the transactions are done via QR-code.
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5

Ncrypto Token

5.1 Ncrypto Token
Ncrypto token (NCR) is a utility token to be paid as the transaction fees and inter-platform services.
Ncrypto tokens are a built-in network resource and work similarly to bitcoin. Therefore, it is a
fully-fledged cryptocurrency, which allows its users to operate digital assets without any
restrictions.
Ncrypto token is a product, NOT a security or investment offering. Ncrypto token is simply a token
for paying transaction fees or purchasing services within the Ncrypto.io platform; it does not give
the customers any voting rights, and there cannot be any guarantee of its future value.
5.2 Ncrypto Token Issuance and Freeze
100 million of Ncrypto tokens have been issued already and none of them will be issued in the
future.





50% of all tokens issued will be available for sale
10% of them are assigned for the project team
38% – for the development fund
2% – for the bounty campaign

There will be no minimum cap, no burning. The product is commercially available in terms of the
most part of its features. NCR tokens can already be used to pay the platform services. The current
token sale is organized for speeding up the platform promotion and roll-out. At the same time, to
secure NCR token from depreciation and to secure the project from not sufficient token sale to
some extent, the following freeze and nominal pricing mechanism is embedded:
Token Sale
Less than 3 M
3-10 M
10-30 M
More than 30 M

Freeze Period
2 months
6 months
9 months
18 months

Nominal Price After Freeze
$0,10
$0,50
$1,00
$2,00

5.3 Ncrypto Token and Services Price
Ncrypto nominal price during the token sale will be 0.1 USD per one NCR. In April the 1st,
2019, Ncrypto tokens will be free traded in Ncrypto integrated exchange.






On the existing big exchanges, ARPU (average revenue per user) is about $300 per year.
Since the platform is aimed at the mass market with relatively low commissions of services,
its ARPU is estimated at about $10-20 per year, which can be reduced by 30% if paid in
NCR (native intra-platform token).
In-platform services for the release of assets and for the token sale and token issuance
(payment module) is ~ $150-200 in NCR, with listing to the exchange being at ~ $150 in
NCR.
The commission of intra-platform payments is the most competitive in the market and is
about 0.0001 NCR. The commission of the platform for withdrawal will be up to 1% plus
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additional fee to PSP (payment solution provider) cost, and it can be 30% cheaper if paid
in NCR.

6

Ncrypto.io Road Map

Technology

Marketing/Business

Sep 2017 – Concept development
May 2018 – Blockchain and web wallet
deployment
Jul 2018 – iOS/android interfaces
Oct 2018 – Tokenization module
Oct 2018 – Marketplace
Dec 2018 – Exchange
Jan 2019 – POS rebate settlement
system integration
Mar 2019 – virtual fiat co-branded
cards issue; NFC integration
May 2019 – high load/public
blockchain concept development
May 2019 – physical co-branded cards
issuance with integrated rebate system
Dec 2019 – Alfa deployment of high
load/public blockchain; tests

7

√
√
√
√
√

Oct 2018 – 700 platform users

√

Dec 2018 – 1500 platform users
Jan 2019 – token sale start
May 2019 – start of Ncrypto fiat
payment system development
June 2019 – 30 000-100,000 platform
users
Dec 2019 – 0.3 to 3 million platform
users
Dec 2019 – a PSP (payment service
provider) license

Marketing

As it was mentioned before, Ncrypto platform focuses on fast-growing segment of users that need
simple and intuitive instrument for listing and trading their products and services, creating and
exchanging their crypto assets, depositing, changing and withdrawing crypto and fiat funds. That
is all what our platform can offer right now. Moreover, to share with our users the benefits related
with the growth of our customer base, the universal referral link is introduced. The latter is a
marketing tool aimed to share revenue stream from the users that were invited by other users.
Ncrypto network referral program is automatically allocated with no time limitation. Here are the
projected conditions:
-

15% of all platform services are paid by referred user;
15% of all commissions (withdrawals) are paid by referred user;
10% of all rebate are received by referred user.

All platform users that will have 3000 or more NCR in their wallets will receive:
-

30% of all platform services paid by referred user;
30% of all commissions (withdrawals) paid by referred user;
12% of all rebate received by referred user.

To promote and to support the platform growth, 50% of all sales will be directed to a constant and
gradual promotion of Ncrypto platform to users in multiple target countries and consumer
segments. This approach will be used for advertising, promotional events, sponsorships, mobile
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and social media ads, promotional and educational programs. More details will be available in the
marketing plan based on the token sale results.

8

Crowdsale Details
8.1 Token Sale

The first round of a token sale will start Jan 25th, 2019 and will finish March 31st, 2019. For that
period, Ncrypto nominal price will be 0.1 USD per one NCR token.
Time-based bonuses:






Week 1:
Week 2:
Week 3:
Week 4:
Week 5:

Jan 25 – Jan 31 – 25%
Feb 1 – Feb 7 – 20%
Feb 8 – Feb 14 – 15%
Feb 15 – Feb 21 – 10%
Feb 22 – Feb 28 – 5%

Volume-based bonuses:




500-999 NCR
1000-4999 NCR
More than 5000 NCR

– 3%
– 5%
– 7%

8.2 Funds Distribution
All funds contributed to the crowdsale will be used solely for the development, promotion, and
growth of Ncrypto platform.
30% of the further distribution will refer to the development of the project and operational costs
of all technologies described in this whitepaper. This will also cover hiring additional full-time
engineers and consultants to accelerate development so that we meet or exceed the road map and
expansion goals.
50% will be assigned to market and growth so the marketing budget allows for a constant and
relentless promotion of Ncrypto platform to users in multiple target countries and consumer
segments. This will be used for advertising, promotional events, sponsorships, mobile and social
media ads, promotional and educational programs.
5% will be devoted to security issues – the necessary steps will be taken in order to ensure that
optimal security standards are followed in every release. This includes professional code audits
and penetration testing on all APIs, Mobile and PC wallets, exchanges, payment gateways.
5% will be assigned to legal issues – Ncrypto network will obtain the appropriate legal advice to
always ensure that we operate in accordance with the laws and regulations of each jurisdiction that
we do business in. The funds will be held in reserve for any future issues or challenges that may
arise in any region. Furthermore, it will cover the costs associated with licenses for both cryptotrade and payment service providers.
5% will be devoted to hosting, infrastructure, and maintenance – this will cover costs required for
expansion of the web servers, firewalls, load balancers, DDOS attack protection, and additional
network for anticipated increases in traffic.
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5% will be reserved for contingency – this amount will be set aside for unforeseen costs.

9 Project Team
The project team consists of seven experienced professionals in Java, Objective-C, Swift, PHP,
Python, Qt, C++, Clojure, wxWidgets, RabbitMQ, NoSQL, PostgreSQL, MySQL, Angular. Four
team members have more than three-year experience in blockchain.
The team has successfully made more than 25 ICOs (Stellar, Waves, Ethereum), made forks of
stellar, Bitcoin, Ethereum, and infrastructure (wallets, exchanges, etc.)
Dmitriy Pavlov
CEO, co-founder

Sergey Nemesh,
CTO, co-founder

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dmitriy-pavlov732452119
A permanent member of the New
York Academy of Sciences and IEEE.
Developed and co-founded BiNeuro project: an
artificial intelligence system built on Data
Science Technology (machine learning (neural
networks), Big Data, Singular Spectrum
Analysis (SSA), fuzzy logic and genetic
algorithms).

https://www.linkedin.com/in/snemesh/
Experienced in developing blockchain
platforms. Developed architecture solution for
Dmarket.io and other projects.
Experienced in the development of High-Load
systems based on microservice architecture
with an asynchronous principle of interaction
between system services. Applied AI and
BigData for business data analysis. Developed
architectural solutions for IoT projects using
low-level programming.
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Oleksii Chepelyk
Business developer, co-founder

Chafik Abdellaoui
International business developer, co-founder

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexey-chepelyk9537234/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/chafikabdellaouia
cbmc/?locale=en_US

15 years of business development experience
in the internationals. Founder of Business
Technology Investment and tokens design.
MBA at Lancaster University Management
School.

Entrepreneur, the founder of ACBMC,
Bizzant, and XEDYAS IT HYBRID
SOLUTIONS as well as contributor to Mobile
Go ICO success (53 million USD) and other
ICOs as an advisor. Professional with an
extensive experience in eCommerce, gaming,
and electronic payments

Andrii Bulavinov
Blockchain developer, co-founder

Dmitry Bezkorovainyi
Blockchain/iOS developer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andriibulavinov

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dbezkorovainy

Over 15 years of software
development. Blockchain development using
different platforms as storage infrastructure
and smart contracts transaction protocol.
Android development.
Extensive experience in C++/wxWidgets,
PHP, Python, and shell scripting.

Over 15 years of software development. iOS
lead developer. Experience in blockchain
development.
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Mr. Marcin Gawryś
Legal advisor

Mr. Bill Rusedski
Finance and Investment advisor

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcingawry%C5%9B-6aa3bb6/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/billrusedski/

Attorney at law with 9+ years of legal advisory
experience, namely in the field of new
technologies, media, gaming, e-commerce, and
esports. Corporate counsel with long-term
practice in providing strategic advice in regard
to cross-border transactions, investments,
M&A, blockchain, and ICO projects.

26-year experience in Finance and Investment,
derivatives, Forex, public markets, business
strategies, valuations, venture capital.
Worked with KPMG, BDO, PWC
government funding, infrastructure finance
clients include Softimage, Cogeco Cable, Olco
Petroleum, Field Turf, Entertainment One,
NHL. Advisor on over 3 billion in funding.

Mr. Quentin Herbrecht
Strategy advisor

Magnus Dufwa
Technical advisor

https://www.linkedin.com/in/quentinherbrecht-5a0a9612b/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/magnusdufwa/

ICO-STO Advisor/
IMMO/Top 100 ICO bench expert
More than two years of experience in the
blockchain sector as blockchain consultant,
ICO advisor and manager for several projects;

ICO Advisor / Smart Contract Developer /
Fullstack Developer C#
Many areas in the IT industry: Development,
Technical design, Test management, Service
management, Product Management and
Release management.
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10 Legal Framework
10.1 Ncrypto.io Platform Legal Framework
Ncrypto Networks OU (Registration code 14461466, Harju maakond, Tallin, Kesklinna linnaosa,
Tuukri tn 19-tuba 315, 10152) is licensed by FIU to follow “Financial services, Providing services
of exchanging a virtual currency against a fiat currency”, №FVR000278, start of validity Jul 17,
2018; and “Financial services, Providing a virtual currency wallet service”, №FRK000236, start
of validity Jul 17, 2018.
The above-mentioned services are regulated by the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
Prevention Act (an unofficial translation in English is available at:
https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/517112017003/consolide).
According to the definition, virtual currency means a value represented in a digital form, which is
digitally transferable, preservable, or tradable, and which natural persons or legal persons accept
as a payment instrument. However, it should not be a legal tender of any country or funds for the
purposes of Article 4 (25) of Directive (EU) 2015/2366 of the European Parliament and of the
Council on payment services in the internal market, amending Directives 2002/65/EC,
2009/110/EC, and 2013/36/EU; Regulation (EU) No.1093/2010; and repealing Directive
2007/64/EC (OJ L 337, 23.12.2015, pp. 35–127) or a payment transaction for the purposes of
points (k) and (l) of the Article 3 of the same Directive.
Pursuant to clause 70(1)-4) of the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Act, an
undertaking is required to have authorization for operating in providing services of exchanging a
virtual currency for a fiat currency. The “Providing services of exchanging a virtual currency
against a fiat currency” in MLTFPA involves transactions in both ways – the exchange of virtual
currency for fiat money (cash as well as bank transfers) and the reversed way by offering a service
where fiat money is exchanged for virtual currency.
Pursuant to clause 70(1)-5) of the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Act, an
undertaking is required to have authorization for operating in providing a virtual currency wallet
service. Virtual currency wallet service means a service in the framework which keys are generated
for customers or their encrypted keys are kept, which can be used for the purpose of keeping,
storing, and transferring virtual currencies.
According to the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Act (MLTFPA) §70 of
Estonian FIU issues authorizations, and Ncrypto Networks OU is in the process of licensing for
providing services of exchanging a virtual currency for a fiat one and for providing a virtual
currency wallet service.
10.2 Crypto Assets Issue and Crowdfunding on Ncrypto.oi Platform
Ncrypto.io platform and its legal body Ncrypto Networks OU operate in a 100% legitimate
framework, letting its users issue crypto assets and crowdfund their projects in the same way.
Ncrypto.io platform ensures that all operations of fiat transfer are done through KYC procedures
according to the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Act (MLTFPA) §70
Estonian FIU.
In the same way, those projects that are in full compliance with all regulatory legal framework of
Estonia are marked as “legally complied” (crypto assets and the token crowdfunding prospectus),
thus letting their contributors know about these projects’ legal status.
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11 Risk Disclaimer
11.1 No Warranty for Obtaining Income or Profit
We intend to reach all the points described in this document, but all parties involved in buying
the tokens shall do so at their own risk. In the case of unforeseen circumstances, the aims
described in this document may be changed without the prior consent of the holders. All
calculations used in this document are foreseeable and can be adjusted at any time taking into
account the market situation. They are not a guarantee of achieving marketing results. The
possession of tokens does not give the holder the right to own any property of the company.
11.2 Ambiguous Legislation
Only the individuals who are aware of the risks are allowed to participate in the project. In addition,
certain categories of individuals are excluded from the scope of the project, including consumers
(as defined in European Directive № 2011/83/UE); “US individuals” (as defined in "Regulation
S" of the US Securities Act of 1933); residents of Singapore, Korea, and several other countries
where legislative limitations have already been imposed. The technologies related to blockchain
and digital tokens are subject to supervision and control by various regulatory bodies around the
world. It is not excluded that Ncrypto tokens can get under requests, actions, or restrictions on
their part, which may limit the functionality or redemption of tokens in the future.
11.3 Risk of Fund Loss
Funds collected in the crowdfunding process are not insured. In the case of loss or devaluation,
there is no private or public insurance representative to which the buyer can apply.
11.4 Emerging Technology Use Risk
Crypto-tokens are a fairly new and relatively untested technology. Along with the risks mentioned
in this document, the additional ones may appear that the project team can not foresee. These risks
can materialize in other forms than the ones specified here.
11.5 Failure Risk
You agree that Ncrypto Networks OU shall not be liable for your using or failure to use the tokens.
From the moment of release, Ncrypto tokens will be sent to you without any guarantees (including
guarantees of commercial value).
11.6 Fraud Risk
Ncrypto tokens are not offered or distributed, nor can they be resold or otherwise alienated by their
owners to citizens, individuals, and entities resident or registered in the United States of America
(including all states and the District of Columbia), Puerto Rico, the United States Virgin Islands,
and any other possessions of the United States of America as well as in countries or territories
where operations with crypto-currencies are prohibited or in any way restricted. If such a person
acquires Ncrypto tokens, their actions will be regarded as illegal, unauthorized, and fraudulent,
which will have negative consequences.
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1. https://medium.freecodecamp.org/are-we-in-a-cryptocurrency-bubble-a-comparisonwith-the-2000-dotcom-bubble-a463d8dd8d8b
2. https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fio/Documents/McKinsey_FACI_Blockchain_in_Ins
urance.pdf
3. https://www.coinschedule.com/stats.html
4. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_virtual_communities_with_more_than_100_million
_active_users
5. https://www.pwc.co.uk/press-room/press-releases/regulatory-uncertainty-trust-barriersto-blockchain.html
6. https://www.ccn.com/opinion-what-is-a-security-token-offering-sto-and-why-you-needan-advisor/
7. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-05/crypto-exchanges-raking-inbillions-emerge-as-kings-of-coins
8. https://www.statista.com/statistics/609313/payments-revenues-globally-by-region/
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